
Reviewers' comments:  

Reviewer #1, expert on T cell repertoire in cancer (Remarks to the Author):  

This manuscript by Reuben et al. describes correlative analysis of beta chain TCR sequences found in 

lung tumor samples plus adjacent matched normal samples and in some cases matching peripheral 

blood samples. This work is supplemental to previously published analysis of IHC, gene expression and 

exome sequencing data from the same cohort. Although the study is entirely observational, the new 

TCR repertoire analysis offers an interesting and informative view of T cell distributions in these 

samples and some useful insights into T cell immunity in lung cancer.  

1. A description is needed of how the repertoire sequence data was normalized to allow meaningful 

comparisons among samples, in terms of diversity, richness, clonality, etc... There is brief mention of 

a normalization step in the methods for FFPE samples but it is not interpretable and there is no 

supporting data. Are there sample types other than FFPE?  

2. Unfortunately tumor samples are only a snapshot in time. Therefore, it can't be inferred whether 

mutation burden was high and then became low due to to immune editing (ie. depletion of tumor 

clones by reactive T cells), or rather that mutation burden was low initially and failed to elicit T cell 

reactivity. As such it is difficult to interpret the observed relationship between EGFR mutation status , 

TMB and T cell clonality. This fundamental issue should be addressed by the authors in the revised 

manuscript.  

3. The authors use the term "T cell response" frequently. However, the analysis as presented can't 

actually distinguish between tumor-reactive T cells and bystander/incidental T cells. All T cells are 

simply "associated" and in my view the term T cell response should not be used without direct 

evidence of tumor antigen recognition. Approaches that could help with inferring the presence of 

responder T cells are i) association with HLA loss variants, ii) viewing the repertoire attributes after 

splitting samples according to high/low status of IHC markers of antigen experience (CD45RO) and 

activation (PD-1) and iii) segregating tumor samples according to whether the T cells are denser in 

stroma versus epithelium. I realize it would be a lot of additional work to do these analyses, but a 

strength of this study is the extensive orthogonal data available for the cohort - it would be good to 

fully utilize these existing resources if possible.  

4. It's not clear how mutations in matched normal tissue are identified. Ordinarily, bona fide tumor 

mutations would be identified in comparison to matched normal or to constitutional DNA from 

peripheral blood. Here, are both tumor and matched normal variants inferred by comparison to DNA 

from peripheral blood? If so are any measure taken to ensure mutations shared between tumor and 

matched normal are not actually mutations in peripheral blood DNA? This is not a major criticism, I 

just think it needs more explanation in the methods. The scenario is perhaps unique to lung cancer, 

where background mutational load in non-tumor tissue is expected to be very high. Also, on that note, 

I think it would be better to actually refer to variants in adjacent normal tissue as background 

mutations, rather than as passenger mutations (eg. lines 49, 302). There can only be passengers if 

there is a driver, in which case these samples would be tumors, not tumor adjacent normal tissue.  

5. What exactly is "a greater T cell density in peripheral blood" and how is this measured? Is this 

inferred from the TCR sequencing data (if so, how) or is this referring to an absolute lymphocyte count 

from blood work? If the former, does it correlate with the latter?  

6. I'm not sure that "less clonal T cells in tumor-adjacent normal lung" (line 266) can be taken to 

indicate a more tumor-focused T cell repertoire.  

7. An accounting of public TCRs (ie. which TCRs from which sample types are shared among 2 or more 

patients) would be a useful addition to the paper.  

Editorial Note: Parts of this Peer Review File have been redacted as indicated to maintain the 
confidentiality of unpublished data. 



Reviewer #2, expert on clinical cancer immunotherapy and biomarkers of response (Remarks to the 

Author):  

This manuscript describes T cell repertoire analysis for 236 early stage lung cancer tumors and 

adjacent lung. Their conclusion is that a "considerable proportion" of TCRs "appeared to be reactive to 

shared passenger mutations or viral infections". Higher sharing of TCRs in tumors and adjacent lung 

was associated with inferior survival. They indicate that this shows that "a concise understanding of 

shared antigens and T cells between tumor and adjacent normal tissue in NSCLC is needed to improve 

therapeutic efficacy and reduce risk of toxicity in the context of immunotherapy, particularly adoptive 

T cell therapy". The numerous enumerations and correlations of TCR features with each other and 

speculations as to their significance in this population are of modest interest, and there are other 

concerns.  

Major:  

1. The tumors were from resections from patients not treated with immunotherapy, which makes all 

conclusions relating to immunotherapy speculative.  

2. The entire study is highly correlational and they seem to confuse correlation with causation 

throughout the manuscript and appear to use univariate analyses even when evaluating dozens of 

comparisons.  

3. Not much attention is paid to potential regional heterogeneity in TIL within tumors  

4. No analysis of tumor differentiation with TIL/TCRs is done.  

5. Many of the correlations (such as 4C, and S10 F, G, H are marginally significant and completely 

unconvincing visually  

6. The GLIPH program described in reference 32 was really only carefully tested against tuberculosis 

antigens, and the "viral T cell responses" argument is also speculative.  

7. All of the survival correlations in figure 5 are of marginal statistical significance, and T-cell density 

has long been shown to be correlated with survival.  

8. Also, as the median time to recurrence after surgery is 11 months and the median survival after 

metastatic relapse is 6 to 8 months, the figures showing overall survival out to 15 years suggests that 

most of the deaths in this group were not from lung cancer relapse, but rather other causes. Lung 

cancer specific mortality should be shown.  

Minor:  

1. Adjacent lung is not "normal", and this word should be removed from the description  

2. "NSEM" is not defined in its first use in the figure legend to S4.  

3. In S5H it would be more interesting to look at clonality in EGFR mutants with a high TMB rather 

than low.  

Reviewer #3, expert in clinical lung cancer genomics (Remarks to the Author):  

The authors thoroughly evaluated T cell repertoire based on TCR sequencing of CDR3 variable regions 

in 236 resected non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) tumors, and their matched tumor-adjacent normal 

lung as well as peripheral blood. These tumor genomic and microenvironment profiles were reported 

in Karada et al. (2017). They assessed the associations between T cell repertoire features (diversity 

and clonality) and tumor genomic, microenvironment, and clinicopathological aspects. They identified 

that characteristics of T cell repertoire in tumor-adjacent normal tissue were distinguished from non-

cancer normal lung and highly associated to nearby tumors. Furthermore, the authors found the 

patient outcome was associated with T cell clonality in tumor-adjacent normal tissue and density of T 

cells in PBMC.  



This is a well-designed study providing insight into the process of immune editing in early stage of 

NSCLC, as well as the impact in relation to neighboring tissues. The abnormality of T cell repertoires in 

the tumor-adjacent normal tissue suggests that future consideration should be focused on 

understanding and harnessing the activity of increased anti-tumor T cells that have repertoires that 

are distinct from adjacent normal regions. However, there are several minor points that authors 

should address to maximize the impact of the study  

1. The authors mentioned that the genomic profiles of the cohort were reported in Karada et. al 

(reference 23). However, Karada et al. reported whole exome sequencing data of 108 tumor and 

normal pairs. The authors should clearly indicate how many tumor samples in this study have genomic 

data profiles, and were subjected to the analyses exploring the relationship between T cell repertoire 

and genomic features (TMB, driver genes).  

2. The authors observed that T cell clonality was highly correlated to cytotoxic phenotype (i.e. CD8 T 

cells, GZMB positive cells) and TMB. However, they also found that TMB was highly associated with 

GZMB positive cells. Therefore, it is essential to perform multivariate analysis to determine if the 

number of GZMB positive cells and TMB (in log scale) are two independent factors that determine T 

cell clonality.  

3. The Kruskal-Wallis test has been utilized to assess the differences among groups (i.e. Figure 3). 

However, the TCR variables (e.g. clonality) are paired (i.e. tumor and matched adjacent normal), and 

vary over a wide range, it would be more appropriate to utilize a paired test (i.e. Wilcoxon signed-rank 

test) to confirm the differences between compartment pairs.  

4. A more comprehensive approach would be achieved if the analyses of T cell repertoire in the 

adjacent normal (Figure S8C-E) were based on comparisons of four groups (healthy, COPD, never-

smokers and smokers) to distinguish the effects of cancer and smoking to adjacent normal regions.  

5. On page 10 and Figure S9B-C, “lung-enriched T cell repertoire” was mentioned. The authors should 

clarify how this is defined. Are they top 100 T cell clones detected in the specific compartment?  

6. The tumor-adjacent normal regions have low T cell infiltration and diversity (Figure 4A-B), but 

higher clonality (Figure 4C) compared to matched tumors. On page 9 the authors suggest that there 

are high antigenic responses in tumor-adjacent normal regions. However, T cell clones between tumor 

and adjacent normal were highly overlapped (Figure 4B). Together these results also imply that 

specific T cell clones detected in the adjacent normal regions are prevalent tumor-target T cell clones 

targeting shared mutations in both tumor and adjacent normal tissue. These T cells in the adjacent 

normal tissues might reflect immune exhaustion and suppression in nearby tumor areas. This could be 

another explanation for the association between the poor survival and high level of T cell density and 

clonality in adjacent normal tissues (Figure 5). The findings are very much in line with, and support, 

the rich literature documenting an immune suppressed tumor microenvironment in NSCLC. 



























Response: Reviewer 2 is correct that the virally related T cell repertoires were indeed 
speculative in nature. The GLIPH algorithm was designed to robustly infer T cell specificities by 
grouping CDR3 beta chain repertoires together if sharing similar motifs. In the case of flurelated 
motifs, for example, very detailed mapping of residues on the TCR side that are needed to 
engage with antigenic peptides was made possible with crystallography data as well as CDR3 
sequences of tetramerspecific sorted T cells. From the crystallography studies on the flu M1 
peptide, we have learned that there are at least two most prevalent motifs, namely “RS” and 
“GxY”, within the beta chain CDR3 region [redacted]. Consistently, using A02M1 
tetramersorted CD8 T cell CDR3 sequences, the GLIPH algorithm has found predominantly 
motifs with these two sequences that are defined by the crystal data. Therefore, though to date 
GLIPH has only truly been validated on tuberculosis antigens, we have been able to accurately 
infer virallyrelated specificities with tetramerderived CDR3 sequences by using GLIPH and 
therefore feel it is an important computational tool. However, in order to avoid overstating our 
conclusions, we have reworded the Results (line 271): 



[redacted] 

 















REVIEWERS' COMMENTS:  

Reviewer #1 (Remarks to the Author):  

My initial comments have been adequately addressed and I believe the additional analysis has 

strengthened the paper. In my opinion the revised manuscript is suitable for publication, but I would 

ask that the authors reconsider how they present the results of one of their new results. They indicate 

that "Similar analysis performed on FoxP3 ...demonstrated similar trends to those observed in CD4, 

though statistical significance was not obtained". Without statistical significance the authors shouldn't 

assert that this result "supports the hypothesis that most CD4 in the tumor may have been Treg".  

Reviewer #2 (Remarks to the Author):  

The comments raised in the prior review were all comprehensively addressed and appropriate changes 

made.  

David Carbone  

Reviewer #3 (Remarks to the Author):  

The authors have addressed the reviewers' questions and critiques. 



Jianjun (Jay) Zhang, M.D., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor  
Department of Thoracic/Head and Neck 
Medical Oncology 
Department of Genomic Medicine 
JZhang20@mdanderson.org 
 
 
 

Tuesday, October 29th 2019 
  
Tanya Bondar, Ph.D. 
Senior Editor 
Nature Communications 
 

re: Resubmission of manuscript to Nature Communications 
 
Dear Dr. Bondar, 
 
We respectfully resubmit our manuscript entitled "Comprehensive T cell repertoire 
characterization of localized non-small cell lung cancer" to Nature Communications. You'll find 
below a point-by-point response to reviewer comments. 
  
 
Reviewer #1  
 
My initial comments have been adequately addressed and I believe the additional analysis has 
strengthened the paper. In my opinion the revised manuscript is suitable for publication, but I 
would ask that the authors reconsider how they present the results of one of their new results. 
They indicate that "Similar analysis performed on FoxP3 ...demonstrated similar trends to 
those observed in CD4, though statistical significance was not obtained". Without statistical 
significance the authors shouldn't assert that this result "supports the hypothesis that most 
CD4 in the tumor may have been Treg".  
 
Response: We understand the reviewer's point. As this was only included in the reviewer 
response, it is not an issue to be addressed in the current version of the manuscript.  
 
 
Reviewer #2   
 
The comments raised in the prior review were all comprehensively addressed and appropriate 
changes made.   
 
Response: Thank you for your thoughtful comments and critiques.  
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Reviewer #3  
 
The authors have addressed the reviewers' questions and critiques.  
 
Response: Thank you for your thoughtful comments and critiques. 
 
 
 
Once again, we appreciate the thoughtful review of our manuscript for publication in Nature 
Communications. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require any additional information. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Jay Zhang, M.D., Ph.D. 


